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The anti-corruption campaign in Mexico has been designed to suit the sensibilities of
those opposed to, or skeptical of, the neoliberal regime. This report offers an analysis
of the scope, focus and limitations of the anti-corruption campaign. We see the scope
restricted to white-collar civil servants. The choice of beginning the campaign by
targeting senior professionals in Pemex and CRE is driven by ideological
considerations and publicity expectations.

2

Feb 22, 19

Anticorruption in Mexican Law and History: An Introduction
This report is the third in a series on anticorruption in Mexico and Latin America. It
introduces the legal and institutional frameworks that are designed to combat
corruption in Mexico’s civil service. Attention is given to the Congressional Auditor's
Office (ASF), the Ministry of Public Service (SFP) and the Finance Ministry’s
Financial Intelligence Unit (UIF). The theme of anticorruption is cyclical in presidential
administrations. We note the parallels between the current anticorruption campaign
and that of the early 1980s. We express concern about the mixing of law, politics and
anticorruption.

2018
3

Dec 23, 18

A New Security and Development Model: Use of mobile internet
This report examines how the mobile internet coupled with new surveillance
technologies could be employed both to fight Pemex gasoline theft as well as to raise
expectations of residents by a program that offers high-speed internet and
government-issued smartphones. Unlike the security initiative of the administration of
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador, which visualizes 266 security districts
nationwide, we advocate concentrating resources on one demonstration program to
eliminate gasoline piracy and to offer residents a vision of an improved future within
the law.
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MORENA in Houston: Amb. Fluvio Ruiz Alarcón
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This report draws on attendance at five of seven discussions that were held in
Houston during the week of Sept. 18-25, 2018 about the outlook for energy and
environmental policies in Mexico under the incoming MORENA-led administration.
The presentation and Q&A on Sept. 19 of Dr. Fluvio Ruiz Alarcón may be viewed
online at the website of the Baker Institute. Also in Houston was Dr. Luis Vera, the
incoming leader of ASEA and a well-known environmental lawyer. It was seen as a
good omen that an emissaries of MORENA had visited to Houston prior to the
change of government on December 1. Table 1 is a selection of topics and
proposals, taken from the slides shown by Dr. Ruiz.
5

Sep 06, 18

Reimagining Mexico's Hydrocarbon Law: 15 articles to be amended
Houston, Aug. 20, 2018 (MEI 879). In a presentation in Mexico City on August 10,
2018, Dr. Fluvio Ruiz, a former member of Pemex's Board of Directors and an
advisor to the incoming MORENA administration, outlined his vision for the
hydrocarbon sector. This report reviews the articles of the Hydrocarbon Law that will
be reviewed. These are articles 4, 6, 12-17, 20-21, 28, 42, 95, 100 and 117. In this
report, we sort the proposals by industry segment (Table 1). Exhibit A provides the
original comments of each proposal; Exhibit B is a preliminary translation. In a future
report, we shall consider the implications of such changes for investors, regulators
and the economy.

6

Aug 20, 18

Urging MORENA to be More Ambitious: Ideas for an expanded agenda for
energy policy
This report urges the incoming MORENA administration to be more ambitious in its
planning for the energy sector. We list two dozen topics grouped in to six categories:
Corporate governance and culture, downstream regime, legal, regulatory oversight,
social and environmental policy and upstream regime. We observe that insofar at the
recovery of oil and gas production depends on the success of non-Pemex operators,
the new administration should pay careful attention to take measures to favor their
success. Annex A is a statement of how we visualize the energy and environmental
future of Mexico and about our role in shaping it.

7

Aug 17, 18

MORENA’s Energy Agenda: Silver (Ag), Bromides & Plutonium (Pu)
This report critiques the 50 proposals of the MORENA party related to energy as set
forth in a document dated July 10, 2018. We characterize the proposals using
metaphors from chemistry: interesting (silver), crowd-pleasing (bromide) and
problematic (plutonium). MORENA roots go deep in Mexican history to the
post-revolution under President Lázaro Cárdenas, whose statist vision of the oil
industry continues to this day. Table 1 scores the proposals by their topics. Table 2
sorts the proposals by our 3 scoring classifications. Table 3 offers two dozen policy
items that are not mentioned in MORENA’s agenda (such as recycling). Annex A is
the extracted section on energy (in Spanish) to which some 40 call-out notes (in
English) are appended.
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This report asks about the outlook for the export of petroleum products to Mexico by
shippers who wish to compete with MGI and PMI, Pemex's trading affiliates. Shippers
say that customers in Mexico have reported that they have been offered discounts on
the condition of suspending direct imports. Such an arrangement, if true, is in
violation of Mexico's Anti-Monopoly Act of 2014. There are protocols for reporting
market abuses, but it's unlikely that they will be used against Pemex. Looking ahead,
in the energy program of Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) for 2018-24, there is
an emphasis on ramping up the market presence of Pemex and reducing Mexico's
dependence on imported fuels.
9

Jun 01, 18

Oil Policy Agenda of López Obrador’s MORENA Party
Ths report updates our report, MEI 860, that was issued on December 7, 2017. The
report discusses the 10-point program for the oil sector and provides the original text
in Spanish.

2017
10

Dec 07, 17

Oil policy agenda of López Obrador's MORENA party
This report comments on the 10 strategic initiatives that were proposed by the
political party MORENA, whose candidate in the 2018 presidential elections in Andrés
Manuel López Obrador. MORENA is the only party to have a developed energy plan,
the goals of which include reducing Mexico's energy dependence and to restoring
Pemex to its earlier rank of prestige and importance in the Mexican economy. The
original text of the proposals (in Spanish) is appended.
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